Wagwan. James and Caroline (aka JC and GuessWhereImFrom Carol) here. James does Geography and has too much time on his hands, and Caroline does Law, but is out 3 times a week anyways, so we are totally qualified to take on the responsibilities of Entz Reps.

We are confident the incoming freshers and college will be shook by our innovative entertainment ventures, and will be sure to work hard to create an inclusive and enjoyable 2020 for all.

We are both organised (Carol cleans her room ALONE after every pres) and we’re living next to each other in second year, so we can promise effective and speedy communication.

FIVE IDEAS (plus more to come!!)

1. **Generate greater interest in the bar** (Range of music events – Carol has promised not to touch the AUX) (POOL tournaments – James almost beat a Univ postgrad)
2. **Summer Bonanzas** (e.g. COCKTAILS ON THE QUAD)
3. **Accessible and Organised Term Card**
4. **More Intercollege Interaction** (TRI-COLLEGE BOPS!)
5. **Non-Alcoholic Alternatives** (movie nights; fresher’s trips to G&Ds)

All jokes aside, we are totally committed to creating a fun atmosphere both for current Stanners and future freshers. We’re amicable, approachable and party ANIMALS. So, pls vote for us xx